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International Intelligence 

Moscow admits 
rapid spread of AIDS 

The Soviet Union could have 200,000 AIDS 
cases by the year 2000, Pravda reported on 
Feb. 21, based on the current rate that the 
disease is spreading across the country . 

Varying estimates as to the rate of in
crease of AIDS infection and full-blown 
AIDS cases were given a day earlier at a 
conference of an emergency commission on 
AIDS in Moscow, chaired by Health Min
ister Yevgeni Chazov. 

"Mathematicians calculate that, at the 
current growth rate of the disease, by 1995 
there will be in the country approximately 
600,000 carriers and 6,000 sick and dying 
from AIDS. By the year 2000, the number 
of carriers will rise to 15 million and the sick 
and dead to 200,000," Pravda continued. 

According to the Trade Union daily Trull, 
Deputy Health Minister Alexander Kondru
syev said that there are currently 150 people 
infected with AIDS-which is 30 more than 
the number given by the top Soviet specialist 
on the disease, Valentin Pokrovsky, in Jan
uary. 

The Pravda report noted that a special 
commission sent to the northern Caucasus 
town of Elista in January, after 27 infants 
had been infected with AIDS in a maternity 
hospital, found that infected syringes were 
still being used there. 

"We need to act quickly ... and that is 
why the total absence of any such action is 
amazing, " Pravda remarked. 

Hungary's 'multi-party' 
system: New Yalta ploy 

Recent speeches by Hungarian Communist 
Party leaders indicate what-besides the 
need to divert the people from their econom
ic plight-is behind the new "multi-party 
system" just introduced there: the Soviets' 
ideas about splicing "Europe 1992 " into the 
Soviet empire. 

In December 1988, Hungarian party and 
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government leader Irnre Poszgay addressed 
the Arnoldshain Evangelical Academy in 
West Germany on the topic, "Europe
Dream and Reality." The division of Europe 
after the war was "a mistake, an error," he 
said. "It is no accident that in our search for 
the Central European idea, in our clinging 
to Central Europe, Hungary has opened up 
especially toward Austria .... One could 
think of the historical memories, of the 
beautiful common experiences and histori
cal developments with Austria .... But I 
think that the basic motive in Hungary's 
opening up toward Austria is Austria's pres
ent neutrality. " 

On Jan. 29, Hungarian party chief Ka
roly Grosz spoke at the Davos Economic 
Forum in Switzerland. The Hungarian com
munist daily reported his speech under the 
headline, "Our Fate-Europe." Declaring 
his ideas to be in "harmony " with the "ideas 
on cooperation " of West German Foreign 
Minister Hans-Dietrich Genscher, Grosz 
said, "We Hungarians have started on the 
road leading to a common Europe. We are 
carrying out political and economic reforms 
simultaneously .... We are determined in 
our strategic efforts to open up to the world 
at large .... By establishing free-trade 
zones, creating mixed enterprises, and in
volving working capital, we are striving to 
achieve cooperation in production that will 
expand our traditional trade relations. " 

Meanwhile, Moscow has announced that 
Soviet party chief Mikhail Gorbachov will 
receive Grosz in Moscow in the second half 
of March. 

Worry about growing 
anti-Semitism in Russia 

The anti-Semitic Pamyat movement "at
tracts more than a million followers " in the 
Soviet Union, writes the Daily Telegraph of 
London's Xan Smiley Feb. 20, in a feature 
entitled, "Anti-Semitism as a Way of Life. " 

Smiley calls Pamyat (Memory) a throw
back to the "pogrom-making Black 
Hundreds .. . . I used not to take it serious-

ly, with. its woolly mysticism, its tedious 
ramblings about Mother Russia, and that 
tiresome thing called the Russian soul, and 
with its driving conviction that the Jews are 
to blame for all that goes wrong. Now I am 
not so certain." 

While Pamyat may lack political weight, 
writes Smiley, "the wider sentiment of ex
treme Rllssian nationalism, with its anti
SemitisQl, its contempt for Western liberal 
democracy and judicial processes, has be
come a threat to democratic reform." 

Pamyat intersects a growing mood in 
Russia that "Jews " are responsible for Rus
sia's problems, especially given that many 
of the leading Bolsheviks were Jewish. One 
unnamed "old princess " told Smiley that 
Lenin was "worse than Stalin. You see, 
Lenin went for us-the upper classes, the 
Church, the priests. But Stalin killed his 
own kin�, the Bolsheviks and the Jews." 

Warning from Paris 
to Washington, London 

Andre Fontaine, editor of the French news
paper of record, Le Monde, discussing the 
West German situation in an unusual front
page editorial on Feb. 22, quotes from the 
late President de Gaulle's Memoires, a tir
ade by Churchill about Stalin, which repre
sents the Anglo-American policy toward 
Europe: 

"Russia is a very large animal that was 
hungry for a very long time. We cannot stop 
it from eating nowadays . . .. I try to mod
erate Stalin, who may have a big appetite, 
but does not lack of sense of realities. And 
then, after the meal comes digestion. When 
the time for digestion comes, the slumbering 
Russians will meet trouble." 

Based on that, Fontaine shows that 
Chancellor Helmut Kohl, besieged internal
ly by the pro-Gorbachov faction and public 
opinion and by the Republikaner Party, a 
right-wing neutralist outfit, and externally 
by unwarranted Atlantic pressures, may be 
betrayed very soon by Hans Dietrich 
Genscher. 

Genscher is the foreign minister and 
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